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Welcomes the IEC TC106 delegates to the
Plenary Meeting Held in Naples, Italy
September 12-15, 2022
IEC/TC106-2022 PLENARY MEETING PROGRAM
September 2022
MEETINGS
JMT 62209-3

12 Mo

13 Tu

9:00-17:00
Aula C

MT3

14 We

15 Th

9:00-12:00
Aula C
12:00-17:00
Aula C

12:00-16:00
Aula C

JMT 62704-1, -2, -3 and -4

9:00-17:00
Aula E

JWG13

9:00-12:00/14:00-17:00
Aula D

Plenary Meeting

9:00-14:00
Aula Magna

The programme may be subject to changes.
1.MEETING LOCATION
Università degli Studi Federico II
Scuola Politecnica e delle Scienze di Base
Piazzale V. Tecchio, 80
80125 Napoli IT
https://goo.gl/maps/t6XFoxztXrmUHUf78
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MEETING CONTACTS:
CEI – Comitato Elettrotecnico Italiano
Silvia Pagni
Phone: +39 02 210 06231
E-mail: silvia.pagni@ceinorme.it
Antonia Bini Smaghi
Phone: +39 02 210 06202
E-mail: antonia.binismaghi@ceinorme.it

Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II
Prof. Nicola Pasquino
Phone: +39 08176.83630
Email: nicola.pasquino@unina.it

SOCIAL DINNER
A gala dinner will be held on 14 September at 8 p.m. at "Le Arcate", Via Aniello Falcone 249. It is necessary to
register to participate and indicate any accompanying persons.

1. HISTORY OF NAPLES
Ancient Naples
The history of Naples could be seen as the history of Europe. After first establishing colonies on the islands as early
as the 2nd millennium BCE, the first Greek settlement on mainland Italy was founded in around the 8th century BCE:
a city called Cumae.
As it grew, Cumae was renamed as Neapolis, or "new city", becoming one of Ancient Greece's strongest colonies and
an important cultural hub. Even when taken over by the Romans, who used the city as a resort, it retained its Hellenistic
culture, and attracted famous historical figures like the poet Virgil. In 79 AD, one of the most devastating volcanic
eruptions of all time took place: Mount Vesuvius destroyed the nearby city of Pompeii.
Neapolis managed to maintain a period of peace until the 5th century AD, when the decline of the Western Roman
Empire saw a period of conflict as the Byzantines of the Eastern Roman Empire and the Germanic peoples who took
control of Italy fought for control over the region.
Medieval & Renaissance Naples
For several centuries the city flourished as the Duchy of Naples under native dukes, until the 1100s, when the Normans
arrived in southern Italy. Naples was subsequently passed from empire to empire throughout the Middle Ages: it
remained prosperous during Norman control in 12th century; a German emperor ruled for brief period and oversaw
the founding of Naples University in 1224, and in 1265 it was conquered by the French Angevins, who built the
majestic Castel Nuovo.
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After almost two centuries of French rule, it was the turn of the Spanish Empire to take control. Naples thrived thanks
to Spain's great colonial wealth, becoming the largest city in Europe, with a population of around 300,000 people,
and a paradise for Baroque art and architecture.
Napoleon, the Two Sicilies & a Unified Italy
From 1734, Sicily, Naples and the rest of Southern Italy became an independent and prospering kingdom again until
the 1790s, when, like the rest of Europe, Italy felt the affect of the French Revolution. In 1799 Napoleon's army reached
Naples, creating the short-lived Parthenopean Republic. The 1800s saw revolutions and returns to monarchy under
the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, but when Italy was unified in 1860 the people of Naples voted to join the country,
and so the Kingdom of Italy was founded in 1861.
Modern Naples
Following the unification of Italy, Naples lost much of the importance that it had once held. A cholera epidemic and
industrialisation inspired modernising reforms in the late 19th century, however, the events of the early 20th century
would take their toll: World War I, the rise of Fascism in Italy and the Great Depression of the 1930s hit the city greatly.
Naples is the capital of Naples province and of Campania region. It lies on the west coast of the Italian peninsula, 120
miles (190 km) southeast of Rome. On its celebrated bay—flanked to the west by the smaller Gulf of Pozzuoli and to
the southeast by the more extended indentation of the Gulf of Salerno—the city is situated between two areas of
volcanic activity: Mount Vesuvius to the east and the Campi Flegrei (Phlegraean Fields) to the northwest. The most
recent eruption of Vesuvius occurred in 1944. In 1980 an earthquake damaged Naples and its outlying towns, and
since then Pozzuoli to the west has been seriously afflicted by bradyseism (a phenomenon involving a fall or rise of
land).
Naples is located near the midpoint of the arc of hills that, commencing in the north at the promontory of Posillipo
and terminating in the south with the Sorrentine peninsula, form the central focus of the Bay of Naples. To the south
of the bay’s entrance to the Tyrrhenian Sea, the island of Capri forms a partial breakwater, visible from the city in clear
weather.

Naples is the centre of the nation’s meridional commerce and
culture, distinguished by an adroit and original spirit that retains
many suggestions of the classical past and of assimilated
historical experience. Of all the cities of southern Italy with Greek
origins, Naples presents the most striking example of a lively
continuity. It is also perhaps the last great metropolis of western
Europe whose monuments, may still be seen in their popular
context, without distractions of tourism or self-conscious
commercialism.
Naples is a city whose richness requires from the visitor time,
accessibility, and some knowledge of the Neapolitan past. Its
historic centre was designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in
1995.
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2.

NEIGHBORHOODS OF NAPLES: THINGS TO SEE IN THE CITY

If you have no idea on how to move around, here they are some important tips to live this city at its best. Firstly, there
is need to specify that Naples is a so big city that is divided into areas and neighborhoods, all different from each
other and all reachable on foot or by public transport, but with a lot of things to offer.
Let's start from the historic centre which is the oldest and most traditional area of Naples, where is situtated the
University and where is possible to find all the main monuments, restaurants and clubs; in it there is the well-known
as rione Sanità, a flokloric popular neighborhood, destined firstly to be a necropolis and which gave the birth to
Antonio De Curtis, alias Totò.
The Chiaia neighborhood, instead, is the main posh and borgeois area of the city, which has an outstanding seafront,
with a spectacular view on Capri and Posillipo.
Over the hill, which is possible to reach both with buses and the metro, there is the Vomero neighborhood, a quiet
residential and borgeois area, with big streets built in liberty style, from which it is possible to see the city from above,
thanks to some important monuments such as the S. Martino Chartreuse and the Sant'Elmo Castle and with many
bars and nightclubs.
Going down the hill, we will find the Posillipo area, enchanting hilly neighborhood which overlooks the sea, with
prestigious houses and expensive restaurants, among which the wonderful Area Marina Protetta and Gaiola's Park,
as well as the enchanting Marechiaro.
About the west area of the city, or the Phlegraean area, overlooks the sea too and offers several activities, such as
the thermal ones, walks over the sea, fish restaurants, some winter clubs and some open clubs in the summer.

3.

HOW TO MOVE AROUND THE CITY: THE PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN NAPLES

Surely Neapolitan people are famous for their hospitality, for the joy of life, for the human heat and for the
cheerfulness that, traditionally, is part of them, so proud of showing to each visitor the beauty of their land. But for
those who are approaching to come here for the first time, here it is a list of useful infos on how to move around the
city. The best way to reach all the stations and all the interesting places (and, generally ,to move around) is the bus.
However, you might wait for it, because it can be quite full. But, since Naples'periphery is quite large, it is advisable
to catch a local train. For example, the Cumana and Circumflegrea rails link Montesanto Square to the Phlegrean
Fields (Torregaveta station), while the Circumvesuviana rail starts from Garibaldi Square to Ercolano,
Pompei and Sorrento. The funicular railway is another way to reach some particular areas of the city, as
the Vomero one, known for being the good salon of the city which, otherwise, would be difficult to reach by bus
because of the excessive traffic. However, there are so many other links that bring to other areas of Naples, such as
the central line of the funicular railway which links the Augusto Theatre with Fuga Square (Vomero), passing
through Corso Vittorio Emanuele and through the Petraio long road. The second line, instead, starts
from Montesanto Square (located in the pictoresque and popular neighborhood called Pignasecca), to Morghen
Street (always in Vomero); the third one starts from Chiaia to the Margherita Park, while the fourth one links the path
which starts from Mergellina to Manzoni Street. About the metro, it has got two lines: the first one starts
from Dante and arrives to Vomero, and from here goes to Piscinola, in the northside; the second one starts
from Gianturco and goes to Garibaldi Square, Mergellina, the Phlegreian Fields and, to the westside, to Pozzuoli. The
main characteristic of some metropolitan stations (Dante, Materdei, Salvator Rosa, Toledo and Università) is the
exposition space dedicated to many artists.
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4. LIST OF THE TOP THINGS TO DO IN NAPLES
Galleria Umberto e Saint Carlo theatre

Galleria Umberto I is a public shopping gallery in Naples. It is located directly across from the San Carlo opera house.
The San Carlo is the oldest continuously active venue for public opera in the world, opening in 1737, decades before
both the Milan’s La Scala and Venice’s La Fenice theatres.

Capodimonte Royal Palace and Museum

In 1738 Charles of Bourbon decided to transform his hunting lodge located in the wood of “Capodimonte” in a Royal
Palace – Museum in order to host the Farnese Collection received from his mother. In fact, even today, walking
through the big halls of the building, it seems that the Bourbon family went out of the house just before our entrance.
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The museum contains masterpieces of: Tiziano, Masaccio, Botticelli, Rafaello, Guido Reni, Brueghel the Elder, Andrea
del Sarto, Ribera, Goya, Pinturicchio, Vasari, Mattia Preti, Ribera, Andy Warhol, Mimmo Jodice, Alberto Burri, Mario
Merz, Joseph Kosuth, Enzo Cucchi, Michelangelo Pistoletto and the extraordinary “Flagellation of Christ”
by Caravaggio.

Naples Cathedral

Although dating back to the late 13th century, the cathedral has been altered considerably due to earthquakes and
restoration, especially after the one of 1456, but the 1407 doorway in the center of the front has survived. In the south
aisle is the sumptuous 17th-century chapel of San Gennaro, patron saint of Naples. On its main altar, a silver bust
contains the skull of the saint, who was martyred in 305, in the time of Diocletian. In the tabernacle are two vessels
containing the saint’s blood, which is believed to have the power of liquefaction, celebrated with solemn ceremonies
in the cathedral each September 19.
Piazza del Plebiscito
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When looking for things to do in Naples you should include a visit to its largest piazza. At six acres, this public space
is a gathering spot for a casual stroll, a backdrop for large scale art installations, a phenomenal New Year’s Eve
celebration, and a stage for world famous singers and performers. Here visitors will find the Palazzo Reale, a 30-room
Royal House Museum, as well as Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele III, the largest library in southern Italy.

Mount Vesuvius and Pompeii ruins

Mt. Vesuvius known for covering Pompeii with ash, rock and lava 2,000 years ago (and which last erupted in 1944) is
just 10 kilometers (6 miles) from Naples. There are tour buses that can take you directly to the car parking lot, or for
those who prefer to travel more independently, it will be a short train trip and a bus. This is a Naples attraction not
to be missed.
National Archeological Museum

Originally the museum was a horse riding school, then the location of the University. The Archeological Museum was
inaugurated in 1816 and nowadays it’s one of the most important museums of the world because of the quality and
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quantity of works exposed. Many of the objects come from excavations at Pompeii and other nearby archaeological
sites.

Veiled Christ at Cappella Sansevero

Carved in 1753 by Giuseppe Sanmartino, it shows the figure of Christ lying under what looks like a piece of the
thinnest of fabrics. The facial features are clearly visible, as are the body and even the crucifixion wounds, but the
entire body is covered by the delicate folds of a cloth. The visual effect is truly stunning. There are two other sculptures
of note in the Capella Sansevero, each dedicated to one of the parents of the man who commissioned them and built
the chapel, but it’s the Veiled Christ which rightfully commands all the attention.

Castel dell'Ovo

The Castel dell’Ovo is the oldest standing fortification in Naples. The castle’s name comes from a legend about the
Roman poet Virgil, who had a reputation in medieval times as a great sorcerer and predictor of the future. In the
legend, Virgil put a magical egg into the foundations to support the fortifications. Had this egg been broken, the
castle would have been destroyed and a series of disastrous events for Naples would have followed.
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Walk along Spaccanapoli - Unesco World Heritage Site

The city of Naples comes alive in all its splendor, chaos and charm on the street colloquially known as Spaccanapoli,
or “Via San Biagio”. It is the main street that divides Naples and is the heart of the historic center. Begin in the Piazza
del Gesù Nuovo and discover the traditional pizzerias and pastry shops, as well as some of the best monuments and
churches in the city. Via San Gregorio Armeno, off Via San Biagio, is famous for its nativity workshops and stores.

CLIMATE
The first month of the autumn, September, is also a moderately hot month in Naples, Italy, average temperature
varies between 19.5°C (67.1°F) and 25.8°C (78.4°F).

Temperature
In Naples, the average high-temperature slightly decreases, from a hot 30°C (86°F) in August, to a warm 25.8°C
(78.4°F). In Naples, the average low-temperature is 19.5°C (67.1°F).
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